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today's travel industry is
driven forward by cutting-edge
technology. Find out more about
the latest functionality and
trends –- from booking tools to
bots -- in our guide to

travel tech
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sPeed
merchants

With travel technology evolving so rapidly, TMCs and
suppliers are scrambling to lead the way – or even keep
up – says Gillian Upton, who rounds-up the big issues

N

o one doubts the massive
dependence that travel
management companies and their
corporate clients have on technology, but
their needs differ greatly.
Automation has already made TMCs more
efficient and cost effective in both back
office and front office processes, enabling
them to focus on offline. But the huge and
constant capital investment needed to keep
abreast of technological change has forced
some to consolidate, merge, acquire or exit
the game altogether.
Corporates, meanwhile, have to juggle the
needs of those managing their travel
programmes and of the business travellers
themselves.
62

“Managers want control and compliance,
and travellers want ease and choice.
Sometimes it’s hard to have a travel
management system that’s one fit for all,”
says Katie Skitterall, Director of Sales ad
Operations UK at travel management
company ATPI. “It’s important that
businesses have an adequate technology
management roadmap in place and ensure
it benefits everyone in the organisation.”
Harnessing technology is part of the DNA
of any good TMC today and many are ahead
of the curve but this has split the TMC
market into those that both develop and
integrate/white label third-party tools, ie.
the Big Three – American Express GBT, BCD
and CWT – and those smaller TMCs who rely

on third-party providers almost exclusively.
Mid-market TMCs with venture capitalists’
backing can also compete with the big boys;
others work with third-party providers.
“The lower you go down the food chain
the less likely that in-house development
will take place,” says Tom Stone, partner
with Nina & Pinta.
Any tender for a TMC will ask what
technological armoury they can muster – an
intuitive booking tool, mobile apps and a
data management tool are the basics. But
corporates also want travel and expense
management integration, a robust duty of
care platform, interactive business
intelligence reporting (as opposed to static
reporting), rate auditing tools and
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benchmarking software. And you can add
chatbots, artificial intelligence and
blockchain to the list, as these buzzword
topics increasingly gain traction.
“With AI, travellers can benefit from
personalisation just like features in their
everyday life such as Netflix or YouTube
recommendations,” says ATPI’s Skitterall.
“Business travel technology needs to be
able to make clever recommendations to
travellers on the go and include a great user
interface to make the personal experience
smooth, streamlined and concise.”
Innovation in these areas include FCM’s
much-talked-about AI-enabled chatbot SAM,
while Business Travel Direct’s SMARTInsight
predictive tool answers the ‘what if…’

questions. If a client wants to change the
business class threshold from six to eight
hours, for example, the tool will come up
with how much the client will save.

Horses for courses

Of course, travel technology needs differ
hugely by customer type. A multinational
corporate would have an online booking
tool and a relationship with a third-party
provider such as Concur, whereas an SME
might hook up with a TMC to provide the
booking engine.
Corporate Traveller, for example, is a TMC
predominantly serving companies with
small to medium travel spend requirements,
but nevertheless offers a comprehensive

suite of tools via its YOUR.CT platform.
“No one size fits all,” says Ace Travel
Management CEO Sarah Wilson. “One may
want tracking to see all their travellers in
one place and mitigate risk while, for others,
global tie-ups and merged MI are required.”
ACE buys third-party technology because
“We’re not experts and it’s changing so
quickly so it enables us to be nimble,” says
Wilson. She’s waiting patiently on the launch
of a mobile app that will allow travellers to
check in on any airline. “I believe it’s
coming,” she adds, hopefully.
CWT’s Chief Data Scientist Dr Eric Tyree
explains that they stay ahead of the curve
by funding start-ups as, “it’s better, faster
and easier to go to them.
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“We guide them and
help them get to market. It’s
a big TMC thing to do and
it’s a well-trodden path. The
key is not to stop peddling,
as there’s no resting on
your laurels.”
Regardless of size and
every corporate wants to
provide the best possible
travel experience for their
travellers. “It’s all about
moving to a consumerised
experience,” says GTMC Chief
Executive Adrian Parkes. And that
means that there is one essential
provision for 2019: content.
“With NDC, GDS surcharging and
airlines removing content from the GDS,
it’s imperative that a TMC offers full
content,” says Andrew Burroughes, Product
and Implementation Director at Business
Travel Direct.

Out in the open

Content is so fragmented that it is a
challenge; TMCs capture data from multiple
sources via APIs in order to achieve it. The
APIs allow TMCs to aggregate omni-channel
content, create products and partnerships,
and provide tools and services to support
what is otherwise an out-of-policy booking.
“We’re trying to make our technology as
much open source and connectable with
other technologies as new disruptors come
in,” explains Burroughes.
The fact that travellers are using channels
outside their company’s mandated channels
to book travel means that TMCs must try
and replicate the leisure booking experience
as much as possible to improve compliance.

The cost of innovation
is coming down in
terms of computing power
so this will only accelerate
over time”
64

Apps can offer many of these lures, such as
keeping users abreast of gate changes,
flight delays and the like and in so doing,
helping them run their business lives just as
seamlessly as their personal lives. The
buzzword is to reduce trip friction and
enable self-service across multiple devices.
According to a joint GBTA and Concur
report, travellers want three things:
personalised booking, pre-trip approvals/
travel personalisation and intelligent
expense reports.
Are TMCs delivering what their clients
want? According to Carol Neil, Global Travel
Manager at Fidelity International, some are.
“A good TMC should be able to support you
with the right data that’s global and clean;
provide an online booking tool that’s
seamless and global; and provide apps to
enhance the user experience.
“Outside that, I need a TMC to come up
with a solution for the NDC piece, to join it
all up – and none are doing that at the
moment,” she says.
A workable solution to NDC remains
challenging. TMCs are price checking all the
time but often clients prefer to pay the
extra and stay within a TMCs workflow
rather than risk booking through an NDC
portal in case something goes wrong (see
pages 76-77 for more on NDC).
Progress is being made and IATA is
already pushing ahead beyond NDC with
One Order which will eradicate the PNR in
the long term.
“The pace of change is very high,” says Ian
Davies, Head of Suppler Management EMEA
at Concur. “The cost of innovation is coming
down in terms of computing power so this
will only accelerate over time.” Concur’s
report looking to travel in 2030 reads like
science fiction but it’s all perfectly feasible.
GTMC’s Parkes predicts three big areas of
technological advancement in 2019: the
service capabilities of APIs; the ability of any
API to handle industrial-size scale; and the
development of the GDSs within NDC.
It's unlikely that technology will bring an
end to the uncertainty of Brexit, however,
but watch this space!
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